WORD LADDER
Move from LANE to ROAD in five steps. Each step must form a full English word. You must only change one letter per line. One intermediate letter is given, to help.

KATHY’S KITCHEN
Krazy Kathy is getting married, and she’s made up a list of things she wants as wedding presents; this is her list for the kitchen, but of course she’s muddled it up. What does she really want?

FOOD WASHER TEA OVEN
MICROWAVE PAN DISH POT
COFFEE MIXER FRYING MACHINE
WASHING POT

CRAZY TRANSPORT
Find the seven forms of transport hidden in these seven anagrams.

NEARAPOLE HIPS RATIN SHORE SUB CECILBY TOBA

HORIZON CROSSWORD

CLUES ACROSS
1. Next to, at the side of
5. Therefore.
7. Preposition of direction.
8. In the near future.
10. Past of DO.
12. Preposition of position.
13. Charles is Prince of
16. An athlete might win one at the Olympics.
17. Past of SLEEP

CLUES DOWN
1. Type of daily food.
2. To use money.
3. There are seven of these in a week.
4. It goes round the earth.
5. Small rock.
9. Used in cars, or in cooking.
11. Frozen water.
13. Past of BE.
15. Past of SIT.